
The Universe
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Structure
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How do we know?

Solar System: mostly empty, 1:10billion scale = 600m
Milkyway: 4200km to next star on same scale (or 4.2 ly) to Alpha Centuri

120 000 ly across, sun is 27 000 ly from centre
Universe: observable 14bly radius, but in reality much larger,

dont know where we are in it relative to centre b/c of this
Time: universe 1 year old, earth formed September, 

1ly = 10 trillion km
we cannot observe anything further away in light years than the age

 of the universe (14by) because the light has not reached us yet 

Estimated: 
Milkyway Galaxy: 200-400 billion stars

Universe: 170 billion galaxies, NOT HOMOGENOUS, 
in clusters / lines with large gaps between 

Mostly dark matter and dark energy, 
and of "normal"/baryonic matter: 

mostly H and He

Expanding:
- gravity = assoc. w/ matter (incl dark matter) = pulls galaxies together

- dark energy = assoc. w/ empty space = pushes them apart
- dark energy is stronger than gravity and therefore the universe expands

- further galaxies are moving away from us at a faster rate than 
closer ones relative to the position of the earth = acceleration

Life + Formation of Elements:
- life requires heavy elements (C, N, O)

- created in dying stars and spread thru supernovae
- the older the star, the less meallic it is

- the more supernovae, the more heavy metals 
(but also destroy life)

- galactic habitable zone = enough metal for life,
but few enough supernovae to not destroy it

Current Model of Universe:
- ΛCDM = Lamba Cold Dark Energy 

= universe is made up of primarily dark matter and is expanding 
at the rate of the cosmological constant - Λ =

expansion at an excelerating rate forever

not Homogenous b/c dark matter

- Galaxy Rotation curves imply that there is more matter present than we can see
- Gravitational Lensing shows galaxies embedded in haloes of dark matter

Red Shift:
things that are moving distort light waves,

away = red shift, towards = blue shift
things that are moving faster distort light more

further galaxies have greater red shift
- Cosmic Background Radiation shows red shift

which matches age of universe

Modelling:
Mathematical modelling of the structures and 

composition of the universe (as shown here) are 
remarkably similar to what is observered
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